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HiLo microscopy is a widefield microscopy technique
that provides optical sectioning by computationally com-
bining two images, one with structured illumination
and one with uniform illumination. The structured il-
lumination can be achieved by various methods, such
as speckle and periodic grids. In this work, we present
a novel HiLo strategy that uses an off-the-shelf holo-
graphic diffuser and a low-coherence LED source to
create random caustic patterns. This method has several
advantages over existing ones, such as simplicity and
cost-effectiveness. We achieve 4.5 µm optical section-
ing capability and demonstrate the performance of our
method by imaging a thick and highly scattering brain
section. We anticipate that our caustic-based structured
illumination approach will enhance the versatility of
HiLo microscopy and extend to various imaging appli-
cations.
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Widefield fluorescence microscopy is indispensable for studying
biological structures and dynamics. However, this technique is
inherently susceptible to out-of-focus fluorescence background
due to the "missing cone" in the 3D optical transfer function
(OTF) [1]. Optical sectioning (OS) techniques have been devel-
oped to address this issue, enabling the removal of fluorescence
background and enhancing image contrast, while also facilitat-
ing high-fidelity 3D imaging [2]. Various approaches have been
proposed to achieve OS, such as confocal microscopy [3], light
sheet microscopy [4]), and structured illumination microscopy
(SIM) [5]. Our focus lies on OS SIM techniques that can be imple-
mented with relatively simple setups. For example, the first OS
SIM technique utilized a 1D grid pattern, reconstructing each
optically sectioned image by combining images acquired with
three 120◦ phase-shifted patterns [5]. HiLo, another OS SIM
method, simplifies the imaging requirements by capturing two
images – one with a uniform pattern and the other with a struc-
tured pattern [6]. However, existing illumination strategies in
HiLo rely on either laser source [6, 7] or intensity modulation
with a digital micro-mirror device (DMD) [8]. Here, we present
a caustic illumination-based approach that effectively reduces
the hardware requirements of the HiLo technique by employing

an off-the-shelf holographic diffuser and an LED source.
Our experimental setup is shown in Figure 1. It includes a col-

limated LED (central wavelength λ = 470 nm, Thorlabs M470L5)
as the light source, a backside-illuminated CMOS sensor (4000
× 3000 pixels, pixel size: 1.85 µm, The Imaging Source DFM
37UX226-ML) for image capture, and a fluorescence filter set
(Thorlabs MF469-35, MF525-39, and MD498) to separate excita-
tion and emission. Uniform illumination in the excitation path
is formed in the same manner as in standard epi-fluorescence
microscopy, while structured illumination is generated by in-
serting a holographic diffuser (Edmund Optics 47-988) after the
light source. The resulting caustic patterns are projected onto
the sample plane using a relay system ( f1 = 300 mm, f2 = 180
mm, Thorlabs ACT508-300-A, AC508-180-A) and a microscope
(objective: 20× 0.75 NA, Nikon TE2000-U). Axial scanning is
automated by rotating the microscope’s fine focus knob with a
step motor (Thorlabs MFC 1). The collected fluorescence passes
through the same microscope and another relay system ( f2 = f3
= 180 mm, Thorlabs ACT508-180-A) before reaching the sensor.

To compute the optically sectioned image, we adapted two
existing HiLo algorithms [7, 9], which process the uniformly
illuminated image Iu (⃗ρ) and the caustic-illuminated image Is (⃗ρ).
The resulting optically sectioned HiLo image IHiLo (⃗ρ) combines
the in-focus high-frequency components IHi (⃗ρ) and in-focus low-
frequency components ILo (⃗ρ), where ρ⃗ denotes the 2D spatial
coordinate. IHi (⃗ρ) is directly extracted from Iu (⃗ρ) using a high-
pass Gaussian filter HP[·] since the high-frequency components
in Iu (⃗ρ) are inherently in focus:

IHi (⃗ρ) = HP[Iu (⃗ρ)], (1)

where the cut-off frequency of the filter k⃗h is defined by
HP(k⃗h) = 1/2. On the other hand, ILo (⃗ρ) is extracted through
several steps since simple low-pass filtering to Iu (⃗ρ) does not
reject out-of-focus background. First, the normalized raw im-
ages are subtracted to remove variations from the object itself,
retaining information proportional to the caustic illumination:

Id (⃗ρ) =
Is (⃗ρ)

LPd[Is (⃗ρ)]
− Iu (⃗ρ)

LPd[Iu (⃗ρ)]
, (2)

where LPd[·] is a low-pass Gaussian filter with a cut-off fre-
quency k⃗l defined similarly to k⃗h. As the caustic contrast decays
as a function of defocus, the absolute value of Id (⃗ρ) is able to
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Fig. 1. Setup of caustic-illumination HiLo microscopy. The
caustic pattern is generated by inserting a holographic diffuser
into the excitation path. Insets: example uniform and caustic
illumination patterns imaged with a uniform fluorescent layer.

resolve axial information. Additionally, the OS capability can be
further tuned by applying an extra bandpass filter to Id (⃗ρ):

W(k⃗⊥) = exp

(
−|k⃗⊥|2

2σ2
w

)
− exp

(
−|k⃗⊥|2

σ2
w

)
, (3)

where k⃗⊥ is the 2D frequency coordinate. Finally, the contrast
map extracted from Id (⃗ρ) is

Cn (⃗ρ) =

∣∣∣∣F−1
{

W(k⃗⊥)×F {Id (⃗ρ)}
} ∣∣∣∣, (4)

where F{·} and F−1{·} denote the Fourier and inverse Fourier
transforms, respectively. However, Cn (⃗ρ) includes the effects
of noise, as shot noise and readout noise introduce additional
variations in Iu (⃗ρ) and Is (⃗ρ), resulting in a bias when quantify-
ing the contrast. To account for this, the camera gain G (unit:
e-/ADU) and readout noise level σr (unit: e-) are calibrated, and
the bias is calculated as
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(5)

The corrected contrast map is then obtained as

C(⃗ρ) =
√

C2
n (⃗ρ)− σ2

n (⃗ρ). (6)

This local contrast is higher for in-focus components compared
to out-of-focus components. By first multiplying C(⃗ρ) with
Iu (⃗ρ), and then low-pass filtering using LP[·], the in-focus low-
frequency components are obtained:

ILo (⃗ρ) = LP[C(⃗ρ)× Iu (⃗ρ)], (7)

where LP[·] = 1 − HP[·] is the complementary low-pass filter.
The HiLo image is synthesized by fusing ILo (⃗ρ) and IHi (⃗ρ):

IHiLo (⃗ρ) = η ILo (⃗ρ) + IHi (⃗ρ), (8)

where η = F {IHi (⃗ρ)} (k⃗h)/F {ILo (⃗ρ)} (k⃗h), set as the ratio be-
tween the pair of spectra at the cutoff frequency k⃗h, allowing
for a smooth transition in the Fourier domain. The algorithm
includes three tunable parameters: k⃗l , σw, and k⃗h.

To quantitatively estimate the OS capability and determine
the optimal parameters in our caustic-HiLo system, we captured
a z stack of caustic patterns using a thin fluorescent sample (Rho-
damine 123 dissolved in water, Thermo Fisher Scientific). The
sample was scanned axially over a range of 90 µm with a step
size of 0.1 µm. Figure 2a shows the 2D Fourier transform of an in-
focus caustic pattern, where the white dashed line represents the
system bandwidth. Throughout this paper, all frequencies are
normalized by 1/k0, where k0 = 2π/λ, unless stated otherwise.
We computed the radial average of the frequency components,
as shown in Figure 2b. By defining the threshold of the band-
width as a 3 dB amplitude attenuation from the maximum, we
determined that the pattern primarily occupies low frequencies
with a peak at 0.048 and a bandwidth of 0.028 (lower bound:
0.032; upper bound: 0.06). As the goal of LPd[·] is to remove the
caustic pattern while preserving the object information, we set
k⃗l to be the lower bound of the pattern’s bandwidth.

To characterize the OS capability using the measured caustic
pattern stack, we calculated the pattern contrast as a function
of the defocus distance. We applied an optional bandpass filter
layer-wise to fine-tune the sectioning curve. According to Eq. (3),
W(k⃗⊥) reaches its maximum at the frequency |k⃗⊥| =

√
2 ln 2σw.

Therefore, we selected six equally spaced values of σw between
0.012 and 0.162 with a step of 0.03 to cover the entire range
of spatial frequencies in the caustic pattern. Among these val-
ues, when σw = 0.042, the maximum of W(k⃗⊥) coincides with
the primary frequency of the caustic pattern, indicating min-
imal effect on the original pattern. Figure 2c illustrates three
representative filters (σw = 0.012, 0.042, 0.162) along with the
simulated in-focus 2D OTF of the system. Figure 2d displays
the corresponding sectioning curves with σw values shown in
Figure 2c, as well as without σw. Two observations can be made.
First, all curves exhibit a secondary peak near the focus due
to the holographic diffuser’s two sets of axially displaced foci
that are approximately symmetric about the diffuser plane. In
our experiment, the separation between the two focal planes
was measured to be 12.7 mm. Second, W(k⃗⊥) not only reshapes
the sectioning curves but also shifts them, especially for small
σw. This occurs because out-of-focus images contain more low-
frequency components compared to an in-focus image. With a
small σw, W(k⃗⊥) suppresses the majority of frequencies in the
in-focus image while retaining most of them in the out-of-focus
images.

We further measured the-full-width-at-half maximum
(FWHM) of all the sectioning curves and plotted them in Fig-
ure 2e. The solid blue line represents the FWHM without σw
(FWHM = 7.5 µm). As σw increases, the FWHM decreases,
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Fig. 2. Sectioning capability analysis. (a) 2D Fourier transform
of the in-focus caustic pattern. (b) The radial average of (a)
shows the diffuser’s bandwidth and primary frequency. (c)
Comparison between the in-focus OTF and bandpass filters
having different σw values. (d) Contrast decay calculated from
a z stack of caustic patterns with each layer prefiltered to tune
the sectioning range. (e) The FWHM of the sectioning curves
as a function of σw. The sectioning range without filtering is
7.5 µm. (f) Contrast decay on a log-log scale within the range
of 0 to -40 µm.

asymptotically approaching 4.5 µm (σw = 0.162). This behavior
differs from speckle-HiLo microscopy, where σw linearly affects
the sectioning, since a speckle pattern has a flat spectrum within
the system bandwidth [9].

The sectioning quantified in Figure 2e is only applied to
ILo (⃗ρ) through Eq. (7). To ensure the same sectioning range
is obtained for IHi (⃗ρ), we selected k⃗h so that the axial bandwidth
of OTF(k⃗h, kz) matches the desired sectioning range. Based on
the Stokseth approximation [10], we found that k⃗h ≈ 0.06 with-
out σw and k⃗h ≈ 0.1 when σw = 0.162.

Next, we estimated the scaling law of the OS for our caustic-
HiLo technique. To do this, the sectioning curves illustrated
in Figure 2d were rearranged. We aligned the maxima of all
the curves and confined the range from 0 to -40 µm to mitigate
the influence of the twin foci. In order to study the sectioning
effect from the structured illumination alone, we captured an-
other caustic stack by positioning a camera directly at the front
focal plane of the tube lens and moving the diffuser in a 1-mm
step over a 100-mm range. This stack was then converted to
the sample plane and interpolated to the same z step as the
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Fig. 3. The experimentally measured HiLo 3D OTF expands
the support around the zero frequency (sample: 200 nm bead).

fluorescent caustic stack. All the contrast decay curves were
displayed on a log-log scale in Figure 2f, following the method
in [11]. Due to the properties of the diffuser, the scaling lines
are not strictly linear, and different σw values change the slope
as well. Despite this, we made basic estimates. As depicted
by the gray curve, which represents the sectioning due to the
illumination alone, the pattern contrast scales approximately
as z−0.8 for large defocus distance z. After the acceleration of
the detection OTF, the contrast decay follows approximately a
z−1.5 relationship shown by the blue curve. With the additional
W(k⃗⊥) (σw = 0.162), the yellow line decays around z−2. This is
in contrast to speckle-HiLo technique in which the illumination
contrast remains constant, and thus the sectioning is entirely
provided by the detection OTF, which follows a z−1 relationship
without the bandpass filter and a z−1.5 relationship with the
bandpass filter [9].

Next, we performed the point spread function (PSF) calibra-
tion using a 200-nm fluorescent bead (Phosphorex) over a range
of 90 µm with a step size of 0.1 µm. The experimental widefield
3D OTF was obtained directly by applying a 3D Fourier trans-
form to the widefield PSF stack. To compute the HiLo 3D OTF,
we applied a slightly modified HiLo process to the widefield
PSF stack as follows: 1. high-pass filtering the widefield PSF
to obtain PSFHi (⃗ρ, z); 2. multiplying the widefield PSF with the
sectioning curve (σw = 0.162), followed by low-pass filtering, re-
sulting in PSFLo (⃗ρ, z); 3. combining PSFHi (⃗ρ, z) and PSFLo (⃗ρ, z)
to generate PSFHiLo (⃗ρ, z); 4. finally, applying a 3D Fourier trans-
form to obtain the HiLo 3D OTF. In Figure. 3, we present the
overlay of the two OTFs. The widefield OTF shows a good
agreement with the theory. The HiLo OTF predominantly over-
laps with the widefield OTF, with the exception of expanded
frequency support around the zero frequency, effectively filling
the missing cone and thereby providing OS.

Finally, we applied our technique to image a mouse brain
cortex tissue section (approximately 400 µm thick), where a
specific subset of inhibitory interneurons expressed GCaMP6f
(Figure. 4). We acquired two co-localized image stacks using
uniform and caustic illumination, respectively, with a range
of 100 µm and a step size of 0.5 µm. The field of view (FOV)
measured 370 × 278 µm. During image acquisition, we utilized
an illumination power of 7.5 mW at the sample plane and set
the exposure time to 1 second. The resulting paired images were
processed to generate two HiLo stacks: one without applying
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Fig. 4. Experimental results on a mouse brain cortex slice. Two
image stack pairs with uniform and caustic illumination were
acquired. (a) Example raw measurement. Inset: example im-
age with structured illumination. (b) After HiLo processing
without σw and with σw = 0.162, the example co-localized
frames improve SBR by 7× and 13×, respectively. In (a) and
(b), the depth-encoded MIPs from the widefield and the HiLo
stacks are presented for comparison.

σw and the other with σw = 0.162. As a final denoising step, we
employed a median filter. Some residual illumination patterns
remained in the final results. To evaluate the OS improvement,
we calculated the signal-to-background ratio (SBR) for both the
widefield image and the co-localized HiLo images. The SBR
represents the ratio of the average neuronal signal to the average
background fluorescence within a defined region of interest
(ROI). For the widefield image, the SBR was 1.4. After applying
the HiLo technique, the SBR improved by 7× without using
a bandpass filter, and by 13× with a bandpass filter having
σw = 0.162. Additionally, we also compared the depth-encoded
maximum intensity projection (MIP) among the widefield stack
and the two HiLo stacks, in which hue represents depths and
saturation represents intensity. Due to the presence of strong
scattering, the contrast of patterns diminished when imaging at
deeper layers. Consequently, although neurons in deeper layers
were visible in the widefield stack, the algorithm still treated
them as out-of-focus signals and removed them.

In conclusion, we have introduced a novel illumination ap-
proach for HiLo microscopy. The proof-of-concept demonstra-
tion achieved OS of 4.5 µm. We experimentally validated the

technique on a thick, highly scattering brain tissue section. By
utilizing an off-the-shelf diffuser and an LED source, our struc-
tured illumination module offers a straightforward, compact,
and cost-effective solution that holds promise for diverse imag-
ing applications.
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